Context-dependent effects of upstream A-tracts. Stimulation or inhibition of Escherichia coli promoter function.
Phased A-tract sequences were inserted in the upstream region of three synthetic promoters known to encompass different rate-limiting steps within the pathway of RNA polymerase-promoter interaction (Ellinger et al., accompanying paper). Promoter PS1, which is rate-limited in complex formation, was stimulated by A-tracts in vivo. Permanganate probing showed that the stimulation is due to an enhanced ability to compete for limiting RNA polymerase in vivo, leading to the increased formation of open complexes. By contrast, promoters PS2 and PS3, which are rate-limited in steps following open complex formation, were inhibited in vivo by A-tracts. Permanganate probing showed that the inhibition was accompanied by an A-tract-dependent accumulation of stalled initial transcribing complexes. A single A-tract was as effective as three. The phasing of the A-tracts with respect to the core promoter sequence was found to be important for promoter function. The position that caused maximal activation at one promoter caused maximal inhibition at another. These results suggest that the same molecular interaction gives rise to both inhibition and activation. This is likely to be due to facilitated RNA polymerase binding in the presence of A-tracts, which stimulates binding-limited promoters but inhibits promoter function in which polymerase escape and promoter clearance is rate limiting.